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One-bead one-compound combinatorial chemistry together with a high-throughput screen based on
fluorescently labeled enzyme allowed the identification of slow binding inhibitors of human serine racemase
(hSR). A peptide library of topographically segregated encoded resin beads was synthesized, and several
hSR-binding compounds were isolated, identified, and resynthesized for further kinetic study. Of these,
several showed inhibitory effects with moderate potency (high micromolarKIs) toward hSR. A clear structural
motif was identified consisting of 3-phenylpropionic acid and histidine moieties. Importantly, the inhibitors
identified showed no structural similarities to the natural substrate,L-serine. Detailed kinetic analyses of the
properties of selected inhibitors show that the screening protocol used here selectively identifies slow binding
inhibitors. They provide a pharmacophore for the future isolation of more potent ligands that may prove
useful in probing and understanding the biological role of hSR.

Introduction

The D stereoisomers of amino acids were long believed to
exist only in bacteria and invertebrates. This view has changed
over the past decade with the discovery ofD-serine and
D-aspartate in the mammalian nervous system.1 The pyridoxal
phosphate (PLP)a enzyme serine racemase, which is enriched
in astrocytes in mammalian brain, has been shown to be
responsible for the physiological conversion ofL-serine to
D-serine, as well asR/â elimination of water from both
stereoisomers of serine.2, 3

D-Serine occurs at high levels in the mammalian brain, higher
than even some common amino acids, and it has been shown
to be an endogenous ligand for the “glycine site” ofN-methyl-
D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors (Figure 1).4-6 These receptors
play central roles in excitatory neurotransmission, neuronal
plasticity, and learning and memory.7-10 D-Serine may addition-
ally mediate the light-dependent increase in neuronal activity
of vertebrate retina by activating NMDA receptors.11 It has also
been suggested to be involved in long-term potentiation in the
hippocampus, indicating a role forD-serine in synaptic plastic-
ity.12 Serine racemase andD-serine have also recently been found
in the peripheral nervous system.13

Mammalian serine racemase has structural similarities with
fold-type II PLP enzymes, such as the bacterial enzymes serine/
threonine dehydratase andD-serine dehydratase.2,14 The R/â
elimination activity of serine racemase therefore reflects its
evolutionary origins. The initial rates of racemization and
elimination ofL-serine by serine racemase are strongly stimu-
lated by magnesium and ATP, indicating that the Mg‚ATP
complex is a physiological ligand of the enzyme.15

Over activation of the NMDA receptor is proposed to be
responsible for the cell death that occurs in strokes. In support
of this proposal, blockers of theD-serine binding site of the
NMDA receptor are neuroprotective in animal models of
stroke.16 Other studies suggest thatD-serine and NMDA recep-
tor dysfunction play a role in the pathophysiology of schizo-
phrenia17,18 and may play a role in the pathophysiology of
Alzheimer’s disease.19 In the human placenta, serine racemase
producesD-serine, which is then introduced into fetal blood.20

The involvement ofD-serine in this breadth of pathophysiologi-
cal processes makes serine racemase an excellent drug target.

A variety of inhibitor discovery approaches are available to
the experimentalist. These include the traditional synthesis of
individual target compounds,21,22synthesis of small libraries of
molecules using combinatorial methods,23,24and the screening
of large combinatorial libraries.25-33 Our approach with human
serine racemase (hSR) involves the latter, employing the one-
bead one-compound combinatorial approach that has proven to
be an effective tool in biological research.34-36

One of our goals in this work was to develop a facile,
adaptable, and robust method for large-scale on-bead screening
of complex combinatorial libraries for serine racemase inhibitors.
Several colorimetric37 and fluorescence-based38-40 assays for
the identification of positive beads have been described in the
literature. Herein, we describe the application of an enzyme (i.e.,
serine racemase) fluorescently labeled with commercially avail-
able, activated dyes in large-scale on-bead screening.41 The
labeled enzyme is incubated with the library, the beads are
examined under a fluorescence microscope, and positive beads
are picked and identified (Figure 2). Using this methodology,
we have identified a series of peptide inhibitors of serine
racemase that bear no structural relation to serine.

Results

A model one-bead one-compound, encoded N-terminally
capped peptide-based combinatorial library consisting of 74 088
compounds [42 Fmoc amino acids (2×) and 42 carboxylic acids;
42 × 42 × 42 ) 74 088 compounds] was synthesized on
Tentagel resin according to Scheme 1;42 the diversity elements
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employed in the synthesis are presented in the Supporting
Information. Tentagel resin was employed because of its ability
to swell appreciably in organic and aqueous solvents as well as
its ability to tolerate acidic and basic reaction conditions without
cleavage of the target molecule or the encoding tags. Auto-
fluorescence of resin bound libraries, which has plagued

previous on-bead fluorescence-based assays, was observed in
this model library. However, the previously observed inherent
fluorescence of the Tentagel beads was not the origin of this
auto-fluorescence.39 Rather, certain combinations of diversity
elements produced distinct auto-fluorescence in the absence of
labeled hSR. This problem was addressed by measuring the

Figure 1. The involvement of hSR andD-serine in NMDA receptor activation. Glutamate stimulates the release ofD-serine which works in concert
with L-glutamate at the NMDA receptor.

Figure 2. Schematic of the bead library screening procedure employed.
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auto-fluorescence intensity of the library through three emission
filters (UV band-pass 360/40, FITC band-pass 490/20, and
Texas Red band-pass 570/20). The percentages of auto-
fluorescing beads found with these filters were: UV) 2%,
FITC ) 0.1%, and Texas Red) 0.5%. On the basis of these
results, a protein dye having emission in the green region of
the fluorescent spectra (Alexa Fluor 488) was selected.

Alexa Fluor 488 succinimidyl ester, which is specific for
modification of theε-amino group of lysine residues, was used
to modify hSR. The average dye:protein ratio obtained was 1.3:
1, and the activity of hSR was not significantly affected by this
labeling; on average, 93% of the original activity was retained
after labeling and column purification. A thiol reactive dye
(Alexa Fluor 488 C5 maleimide) was also tested, but this dye
caused an activity loss of>90% under similar conditions and
was, therefore, not employed.

After incubation with the labeled hSR the beads were washed
with buffer lacking hSR and then observed under the micro-
scope. The brightest green fluorescent beads (Figure 3A) were
isolated manually; sixty positive and three negative beads (for
controls) were isolated from the∼75 000 (three 25 000-bead
samples) beads screened. While these three cross-sections of
beads would clearly not encompass the entire library, it was
decided that screening these three bead cross-sections would
represent a significant number of the compounds in the library.43

Twenty-five of the positive beads were randomly selected and
the three negative beads were washed with 8 M guanidine and
then water to remove hSR from the bead surface, and the coding
tags were sequenced by Edman degradation to determine the
structures of the test compounds on the surface of the beads.

As a test, the screening method was further validated by
resynthesizing ligand11 (picked randomly from the identified
hits) on Tentagel resin. These single compound beads did not
fluoresce in the absence of labeled hSR (Figure 3B). However,
when they were incubated with the labeled hSR, all were
strongly positive (Figure 3C). After this test, the remaining
sequences were resynthesized on Rink amide resin and liberated
to yield amidated peptide products, and purified by HPLC to
95-99% purity. Clear structural motifs were found in the 25
identified peptides: 19 (76%) incorporated the 3-phenylpropi-
onic acid moiety and 10 (40%) incorporated a histidine (Figure
4). Note also that 6 (24%) of the identified peptides incorporated
a diiodo-tyrosine moiety, although the significance of this is
unclear since these compounds were too insoluble to study. It
remains possible that these are false positives.

The structures studied in inhibition assays (performed in the
presence of 2 mM inhibitor) are summarized in Figure 5. Of
the 25 compounds identified from positive beads, 10 of the

Scheme 1.Demonstration Library Synthesisa

a Reagents and conditions: (a) Split resin beads; (b) 42 Fmoc-amino acids (FmocNH-CH(RA)-OH), HOBt/DIC, DMF; (c) mix resin beads; (d) 25%
piperidine in DMF; (e) H2O, 48 h; (f) Fmoc-Osu, DIEA, DCM/Et2O; (g) Boc-Lys(Dde)-OH, HOBt/DIC, DMF; (h) 2% hydrazine in DMF; (i) 42 carboxylic
acids (RB-CO2H), HOBt/DIC, DMF; (j) TFA, TIS, phenol, EDT, H2O.

Figure 3. (A) Example of a positive bead in a background of negative ones. (B) Beads containing ligand11 incubated in the absence of labeled
hSR. (C) Beads containing ligand11 incubated with AlexaFluor 488 labeled hSR.

Figure 4. The overall structural of the peptide library with points of
diversity denoted by Rn. The observed structural motif in the inhibitors
contains the 3-phenylpropionic acid moiety (blue) and the histidine
moiety (red).
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peptides were sufficiently soluble in the assay to allow their
kinetic analysis (blue structures in Figure 5). The effects of these
compounds on the activity of hSR are summarized in Table 1.
The black figures depicted in Figure 5 were not fittingly soluble
for inhibition studies. Control experiments in whichD-serine
was added to the assays instead ofL-serine demonstrated that
the lowered activity was not due to inhibition of the coupling
enzymes. The two most potent inhibitors,9 and 11, were
subjected to full inhibition analysis (Figure 6). The data fit best,
as shown, to a model in which the inhibitors are competitive
with respect toL-serine. TheKI values for9 and11 obtained

from global fitting of inhibition data sets to eq 1 are 320( 70
µM and 610( 120 µM, respectively.

After incubation of the bead library with labeled enzyme
solution, the beads were washed with buffer lacking enzyme.
Therefore, only compounds that slowly dissociate from hSR
are expected to be identified. Figure 7 shows the time
dependence for the inhibition of hSR by the four strongest
inhibitors. The significant decrease in activity upon initial mixing
of the inhibitors with hSR provides support for the inhibition
model presented in Figure 8. The decrease in enzyme activity
over∼30 min clearly shows the slow binding character of these

Figure 5. Structures of binding and negative control compounds identified in hSR screen. Blue structures represent compounds that had sufficient
solubility for inhibition studies and black structures depict structures that were not sufficiently soluble. Also included is a depiction of linker-
derivatized structure11.
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inhibitors. Figure 9 presents data demonstrating the slow
dissociation of9 from hSR, which occurs with a half-life of
∼3 min under these conditions.

Three nonfluorescent beads were picked as negative controls.
The structures of the peptides on these beads are given in Figure
5. They show no obvious structural resemblance to those from
the positive beads, and they do not significantly inhibit hSR.
Also, these negative controls produce no hSR activity loss nor
are they simply very slowly binding hSR ligands (i.e., they
maintain a linear curve over time during the kinetic assays).
Since histidine and phenylpropionic acid are important com-
ponents of the structural motif, they were also tested as inhibitors
at 2 mM in the hSR activity assay. No inhibition was observed
with these compounds. To simulate a more beadlike environment
and increase water solubility, inhibitor11was further derivatized
with a linker to give29 (Figure 5). The introduction of this
linker did not improve inhibition, and was, in fact, detrimental
to it; water solubility, however, was increased slightly. No

further attempts to derivatize ligands were made in light of the
detrimental effect of the solubilizing linker on the ability of11
to inhibit hSR.

Discussion
The overproduction of glutamate has been implicated in a

large number of acute and chronic degenerative conditions,
including stroke, epilepsy, peripheral neuropathies, and chronic
pain as well as Parkinson’s, and Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s
disease.9,44-46 During stroke and other degenerative conditions,
excessive glutamate is released, which is toxic to neurons. The
harmful effects of excessive glutamate are believed to occur
mainly through activation of the NMDA subtype of glutamate
receptor.47

NMDA receptors have two sites that must be occupied for
calcium influx through the receptor to take place.47 Previously
it was thought that glycine, in combination withL-glutamate,
was the required ligand for the second site; however, it was
recently demonstrated thatD-serine is the principal activator of
this site.48 The involvement ofD-serine in NMDA receptor
activation apparently provides a failsafe mechanism to prevent
over-activation of NMDA receptors byL-glutamate, which is
abundant in the body. Inhibitors of hSR could therefore
potentially be used as treatments for several neurodegenerative
diseases, since they would provide a novel way to block the
harmful effects of glutamate over-stimulation.

While the X-ray structure of hSR is not presently available,
its amino acid sequence is homologous (40% identity) to that
of E. coli catabolic threonine dehydratase whose structure has
been determined.49,50 A homology model of hSR based on
catabolic threonine dehydratase was not considered of sufficient
quality to be used as a basis for structure-based drug design
due to the relatively low homology between the sequences.
Therefore, we turned to combinatorial chemistry for the
discovery of non-substrate-like, active site-directed inhibitors.

Table 1. Inhibition of HSR by Resynthesized Hits Identified in the
Fluorescent Enzyme Based Screen

compounda percent decrease in hSR activity

5 42 ( 4
6 54 ( 2
7 72 ( 3
9 70 ( 3
11 74 ( 9
12 10 ( 1
13 57 ( 2
15 40 ( 2
19 49 (14
20 68 ( 6
26 4 ( 3
27 0
28 8 ( 2
29 0

a Compounds were tested at 2 mM.

Figure 6. Double-reciprocal plot for inhibition of hSR by9 and 11. (A) The concentrations of9 are 0 (]), 0.2 ([), and 1(0) mM. (B) The
concentration of11 are 0 (]), 0.2 ([), 1 (0), and 2 (9) mM. The lines are those predicted from global fitting of the data sets to eq 1. A 40 min
preincubation with inhibitors was employed. TheKI values obtained from these data are:9, 320 ( 70 µM; 11, 610 ( 120 µM.

Figure 7. Percent activity of hSR vs incubation time with 2 mM of the indicated ligands.
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The application of combinatorial chemistry to biological
ligand discovery has increased dramatically over the past
decade,28,51-53 and many examples exist in the literature of the
discovery of both peptidic and nonpeptidic ligands of biological
molecules with this methodology.28,51The size of the compound
library explored in a given experiment is largely limited by the
nature of the screening process. The large-scale screening of
individual compounds, for example, is labor and materials
intensive. The one-bead one-compound approach can deliver
large libraries (100 000 to 1 000 000 compounds) rapidly, and
these beads can be screened efficiently, in parallel, by high-
throughput methods.31, 54

The application of on-bead assays provides the required high-
throughput character of the screen, and recent studies show
quantitative correlation between the results of on-bead and
solution phase screening of identical libraries.53 On-bead assays
have the additional requirement that the test compound on the
surface be identified from a single bead. This has been achieved
in some cases by direct mass spectrometric analysis of test
compounds cleaved from the resin.55 More generally, encoding
tags have been employed.42 The advent of topologically
segregated beads with test compounds presented on the surface
and encoding tags in the interior of the beads has greatly
facilitated on-bead discovery.42

Given these developments, we screened for hSR inhibitors
via on-bead assay of one-bead one-compound combinatorial
libraries in which the coding tags were topologically segregated
from the test compounds on the bead surface. Figure 3A
demonstrates the excellent signal-to-noise ratio obtained by
direct binding of fluorescently labeled hSR to the bead library

followed by washing in enzyme-free solution. The strong signal
observed suggests that automation using bead sorting instru-
ments56 can be employed with hSR in the future.

The on-bead assay procedure employed here includes a step
where the beads are washed with hSR-free buffer after the initial
60 min binding incubation. This washing step brings about a
thermodynamic driving force for hSR dissociation from the
beads since the free/bound equilibrium is perturbed. We
expected this procedure to select for tight binding inhibitors
and were surprised to find the high micromolar inhibition
constants for the best inhibitors (9 and11). For example, if the
inhibitors were to bind via a simple one-step mechanism,
association rate constants of 106-108 M-1 s-1 would be
expected. To get dissociation half-lives on the order of 10 min
(as required to observe positive beads by fluorescence micros-
copy), this requires that theKI values be 10-9-10-11 M. Clearly,
an alternative binding mechanism must be operative.

The existence of slow-binding enzyme inhibitors is well
precedented in the literature.57 The slow binding mechanism
presented in Figure 8 can readily account for our observed
results. The inhibitor initially binds in a loose complex with
the enzyme, followed by slow isomerization to the final tighter
complex. The key feature for the present discussion is the slow
nature of the isomerization step, which would come to equi-
librium during the preincubation with enzyme. The data
presented in Figure 7 strongly supports the hypothesis that all
of inhibitors discovered here follow the slow-binding mechanism
of Figure 8 since there is an initial rapid decrease in activity
followed by slower loss of activity. The data presented in Figure
9 for 9 provides additional and unequivocal evidence that this
inhibitor slowly dissociates from the hSR-9 complex. Remark-
ably, we have selectively isolated slow-binding hSR inhibitors
simply by washing the beads free of excess hSR before
fluorescent bead isolation.

The absence of a second class of inhibitors (i.e., tight binding)
in this work implies they are not present in this relatively small
library. In an attempt to identify tight binding inhibitors, we
performed an experiment in which the labeled enzyme was
further diluted (0.22 nM) and not removed prior to the screening
process. The structures identified in this experiment are given
in the Supporting Information. The ligands proved not to be
inhibitors after resynthesis and inhibition assay. This suggests
that the isolated beads were auto-fluorescing false-positives,
which is consistent with the observed decrease in fluorescent
bead frequency as a function of enzyme concentration (data not
shown) and the frequency of auto-fluorescing beads observed
in the absence of enzyme. Pre-sorting the beads with an
automated bead sorter (which was not available at the time of
this work) would eliminate false positive beads from the library
before screening, which might allow the identification of rare
tight binding inhibitors that might possibly be present.

The fact that ligands with millimolarKD values are readily
identified in assays that include only nanomolar concentrations
of enzymes gives the experimentalist pause. One calculates the
average concentration of ligands throughout the volume of the
Tentagel beads used here to be 0.31 M. The structure of the
Tentagel polystyrene-PEG copolymer is expected to be uniform
throughout the volume of the bead since it is a 1% cross-linked
polystyrene matrix modified heavily (50-70% w/w) with PEG.
The termini of the latter contain the amino functional group
onto which the peptides are connected. Therefore, it is reason-
able to assume that the concentration of the test molecules is
constant throughout the outer layer of the beads. This has
significant ramifications for enzyme binding.

Figure 8. Mechanism of slow binding competitive inhibition.

Figure 9. Slow dissociation of9 from its complex with hSR. The
hSR-inhibitor complex was diluted into a reaction mixture lacking
inhibitor and containing 100 mML-serine and the inhibitor dissociation
half-life was measured. Here, the absorbance is that of NADH at 340
nm.
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One would like to know the extent to which enzyme within
the accessible bead volume is bound to PEG-attached test ligand.
The present experimental situation is conceptually analogous
to equilibrium dialysis experiments commonly used in bio-
chemistry to measure theKD for ligand binding to macromol-
ecules. In equilibrium dialysis, the protein is contained within
a dialysis membrane; itself immersed in a much larger volume
of ligand-containing buffer. The small molecule ligand is free
to diffuse in and out of the protein-containing dialysis container
membrane and a binding equilibrium between protein and ligand
is established. Here, the test ligand is constrained to be within
the volume of the bead by the covalent tether to PEG. As an
approximation, the present experimental situation is therefore
treated as a equilibrium dialysis experiment in order to calculate
the extent of enzyme binding to the test ligands during the period
of incubation of enzyme with beads (i.e., before the beads are
washed with enzyme-free buffer).

TheKD values found for the inhibitors here are∼1 mM, while
the hSR concentration in the experiment was 3.6 nM. Using
these values and an on-bead ligand concentration of 0.3 M, one
calculates that the hSR found within the bead volume is 99.6%
bound to test ligand, resulting in strong accumulation of enzyme
within the accessible bead volume and a consequent strong
fluorescence signal. This is due to the concentration (∼0.3 M)
of the test ligand in the accessible bead volume being much
greater than theKD value (∼1 mM) for the ligand, thermody-
namically driving the binding of the relatively low affinity ligand
to the low concentration of enzyme.

The volume of the bead that is accessible to the enzyme is
likely to be a very small fraction of the total bead volume. This
can be inferred from the present experimental results, which
showed that with 4 mL of 3.6 nM enzyme (14 pmol)∼50 beads
were strongly fluorescent. If the complete bead volume were
enzyme-accessible, then the∼150 pmol of test ligand from the
single tightest binding bead would bind the majority of the
enzyme present in the experiment. The fact that a much larger
number of beads were observed to be strongly fluorescent, and
a variation in the affinity of the test ligands on these beads was
found strongly suggests that only a thin layer of the surface is
enzyme accessible. This latter conclusion is supported by the
following simple calculations. The number of test ligands in
the outer layer of a bead (one enzyme thickness;∼50 Å at it
narrowest) is 5.0× 1010, which when projected onto the bead
surface gives 9.4× 1017 test ligands/m2. A close-packed enzyme
monolayer gives∼5.1× 1016 enzymes/m2, or ∼18 test ligands
in the area occupied by one enzyme. Apparently, the polymer/
ligand density would preclude significant enzyme penetration
into the bead and the observed fluorescence is due to surface-
bound enzyme. This also agrees with the reported size-exclusion
limit of ∼14 kD for 1% cross-linked polystyrene,58 the basis
for Tentagel, and the hSR dimer molecular weight of 74 kD.59

Restriction of enzyme binding to the surface layer explains the
large number of observed fluorescent beads since only∼0.08
pmol of test ligand/bead are present in this layer, which is small
compared to the 14 pmol of enzyme present.

The high ligand concentration on the bead surface allows
beads with low affinity ligands to bind sufficient enzyme to be
detected by fluorescence in the present experiments. These beads
with low affinity ligands and the auto-fluorescing beads create
a background against which it is difficult to detect selectively
beads with high affinity ligands, which are by nature more rare.
The auto-fluorescing beads can, in principle, be removed by
automated pre-sorting of the library. The problem posed by the
beads with low affinity ligands can be addressed in either of

two ways. The first is to lower the concentration of the test
ligands on the bead surface by partially capping the amino
functional groups on the outer layer. This has recently been
applied successfully16,60 but as a general protocol is likely to
result in significantly lower detection sensitivity due to the lower
density of protein bound to the surface containing fewer ligands.
A more general protocol that does not, in principle, lower the
sensitivity for detecting hit beads is to include a soluble
competitive inhibitor in the enzyme-containing binding buffer.
The inhibitor concentration can be adjusted to fine-tune the
desired selectivity for ligand affinity. In the present case, for
example, the inclusion of 100 mM of an inhibitor with 0.1 mM
KD would be sufficient to prevent in large part beads with 1
mM KD ligands from binding enzyme, with only beads having
KD values lower than this being readily detected. One can also
envision a “boot-strap” procedure in which broad primary
libraries are synthesized and screened to find low millimolar
inhibitors, followed by synthesis of more focused secondary
libraries based on motifs from the primary library, which are
screened in the presence of the initial millimolar hit(s) as a
competitive inhibitor to increase sensitivity for higher affinity
ligands.

Importantly, the results presented here show that non-
substrate-like inhibitors of hSR can indeed be readily discovered.
Even though these inhibitors are structurally unrelated to the
natural substrate serine, they are in fact competitive with it
indicating they bind at the same site (i.e., the active site). This
is an important result since the design of inhibitors based on
the natural substrate serine is likely to incur nonspecificity
problems since a very large number of enzymes utilize this
common amino acid. Inhibitors that are structurally unrelated
to the natural substrate will have a much greater chance of being
specific for hSR. While it is true that the structural motif
observed in the identified inhibitors (i.e., the carbon backbone
of phenylalanine and the imidazole ring) is unrelated to serine,
phenylalanine, and histidine are quite common in cells. Impor-
tantly, the present results show that the active site does have
the ability to accommodate large functional groups (e.g., phenyl
and imidazole rings) which provides an excellent opportunity
to design libraries of highly diverse inhibitors that are not limited
to the hydoxymethyl group of serine.

Experimental Section

Peptide Library Synthesis. The synthesis of the encoded,
peptide library was initiated by swelling the Tentagel beads (2.0 g,
130 µm; capacity: 0.32 mmol/g) in a 50 mL plastic column in
DMF for 120 min. The DMF was drained and the beads were
distributed equally into 42 plastic columns (1 mL) that were secured
in a Teflon block. One of the amino acid diversity elements (3
equiv), as well as HOBt (3.5 equiv) and DIC (3.5 equiv), was added
to each column. The Teflon block was placed on a shaker and
reactions were allowed to proceed for 2 h. After Kaiser tests were
negative for each column, the beads were washed (5× DMF, 5 ×
MeOH, 5× DCM, 5 × DMF) in an appropriate volume based on
plastic column size and pooled. Next, 25% piperidine in DMF was
added and the columns were rotated for 5 min. The liquid was
drained and a fresh solution of 25% piperidine/DMF was added
and the column was rotated for another 15 min. Once the Fmoc
deprotection was complete, the resin was redistributed and the
procedure repeated. When the second amino acid had been added
and the Fmoc group removed, the beads were pooled, dried
thoroughly, and then swollen in water for 48 h, after which Fmoc-
Osu (0.5 equiv) dissolved in ether/DCM (55:45) and DIEA was
added (2 equiv). The column was shaken vigorously for 30 min,
after which the solution was drained. The beads were washed and
Boc-Lys(Fmoc) [3 equiv] was added, as well as HOBt (3.5 equiv)
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and DIC (3.5 equiv). The column was rotated for 2 h, after which
a Kaiser test was negative. The beads were then redistributed to
the 42 columns, secured in the Teflon block, and to each column
was added one of the carboxylic acid diversity elements (10 equiv)
as well as HOBt (13 equiv) and DIC (13 equiv). When the Kaiser
test was negative for all columns, the beads were pooled and the
deprotection of all the remaining protecting groups was performed
with an appropriate volume of 82.5% TFA, 5% phenol, 5%
thioanisole, 5% H2O, and 2.5% TIS and rotation for 2 h. After the
final deprotection, the beads were neutralized with DIEA in DMF
and then washed thoroughly with: DMF (8× 5 mL), 20% H2O/
DMF (8 × 5 mL), 40% H2O/DMF (8× 5 mL), 60% H2O/DMF (8
× 5 mL), 80% H2O/DMF (8 × 5 mL), H2O (8 × 5 mL), MeOH
(8 × 5 mL), DCM (8× 5 mL), dried in a vacuum desiccator, and
stored in distilled water containing 0.1% NaN3.

Enzyme Preparation.The hSR gene was PCR amplified with
primers that encoded NdeI/BamHI restriction sites, allowing in-
frame cloning into pET28a. BL21-CondonPlus(DE3)-RIL cells
containing pET28a-hSR were grown at 37°C in LB medium to an
OD600 ≈ 0.5. The temperature was lowered to 25°C, cells were
grown to OD600 ≈ 0.8, induced with 0.5 mM IPTG, and grown for
16 h in an 8 L media at 25°C. Cells were harvested by
centrifugation and the paste was resuspended in buffer A (50 mM
TEA‚HCl, 150 mM KCl, 50 µM PLP, pH 8.0) with 10 mM
imidazole. Cells were disrupted by sonication, and the homogenate
was clarified by centrifugation. Soluble extract was loaded an 8
mL column of Ni-NTA resin. After washing the column with
buffer A plus 20 mM imidazole, the column was eluted with a
linear 20-300 mM imidazole gradient in buffer A. Fractions were
assayed for activity and analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Fractions
containing pure hSR were pooled, concentrated, flash-frozen, and
stored at-80 °C in Ni-column starting buffer.

hSR Activity Assay. The initial rate of the combined racem-
ization and elimination reactions catalyzed by hSR was followed
by coupling to lactic dehydrogenase (LDH).D-Serine derived from
L-serine was oxidized withD-amino acid oxidase (DAAO) to give
â-hydroxypyruvate, while the elimination reaction produces pyru-
vate directly. Total activity of racemicâ elimination was monitored
by the decrease in NADH absorbance at 340 nm. Reaction mixtures
for the activity assay contained 200 mM TEA‚HCl, 150 mM KCL,
50 µM PLP, 5 mM MgCl2, 2 unit/mL DAAO, 10 unit/mL LDH,
10 mM DTT, 2.5 mM ATP, 0.3 mM NADH and varying
concentrations of l-serine.

Protein Labeling. Dye labeling was performed according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. All protein labeling and bead screening
procedures were protected from light. The labeling reaction
consisted of 100µL of 1.44 mg/mL hSR in buffer A containing
0.1 mM PLP, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM CaCl2, and 0.02 mg Alexa
Fluor 488 succinimidyl ester for 45 min with stirring. The activity
of the enzyme was monitored as a function of reaction time. The
reaction was terminated and the enzyme purified from excess dye
by passing the reaction solution over a Sephadex G-25 spin column
equilibrated with buffer A.

Library Pre-screening, Screen, and Isolation of Hits.Three
samples of the Tentagel beads (approximately 75 000) containing
the peptide library X2-Acid1 were swollen in 1 mL buffer B
(120mM TEA‚HCl, [pH 8.0], 137 mM NaCl, 27 mM KCl, 0.2%
Tween-20, 0.1% gelatin, 0.05% NaN3) for 60 min. The enzyme
solution used for bead screening contained 3.6 nM Alexa Fluor
488 labeled hSR in buffer B. The beads were then incubated with
1 mL of labeled hSR for 60 min at room temperature, after which
the beads were washed with 1 mL of Buffer B six times. The beads
were visualized under a fluorescence microscope fitted with a long-
band green filter. The brightest beads were isolated manually with
a pipet tip.

Edman Degradation Sequencing.The isolated beads were
washed three times with 8 M guanidine-HCl for 1 min each and
three times with water. The sequencing of the encoding peptide
tags was performed on an ABI 494 Protein Sequencer using a
modified program and gradients described in the literature.61

Resynthesis and Characterization of Peptides.Larger-scale
synthesis of the peptides identified as hSR binders was performed
on 150 mg of Fmoc-Rink MHBA amide resin (capacity: 0.65
mmol/g). The beads were swollen in DMF for 60 min, drained and
then treated with 3 mL of 25% piperidine in DMF twice; first for
5 min, next for 15 min. After Fmoc deprotection, the beads were
washed with DMF (5× 3 mL) and the peptide sequence was
constructed using the appropriate amino (3 equiv) and carboxylic
(10 equiv) acids along with HOBt and DIC (3.5 equiv each and 13
equiv respectively). The peptide was cleaved from the resin using
3 mL 95% TFA, 2.5% H2O, and 2.5% TIS for 2 h. The cleavage
solution was collected and concentrated by evaporation, and 5-10
mL of ether was added until the product had completely precipi-
tated. The filtrate was cooled to-80 °C for 14 h and centrifuged.
The precipitated product was dried under vacuum for 24 h. The
dried product was then purified by HPLC, collected fractions were
lyophilized, and the resulting solids were subjected to HPLC and
ES-MS analysis. See Supporting Information for details.

Inhibition Curve Fitting. The initial rate of hSR in the presence
of peptide inhibitors was measured with varying concentrations of
L-serine and several fixed concentrations of the peptide. The reaction
mixture was incubated with inhibitor for 40 min prior to being
initiated by addition ofL-serine. The value ofKI was determined
by curve fitting to eq 1, whereν is the initial rate,Vmax is the
maximal velocity,KM the Michaelis constant, I the hSR inhibitor,
andKI the inhibition constant.

Measurement of Slow-Binding Association and Dissociation
Half-Life. Peptide9 was chosen to measure the inhibitor dissocia-
tion half-life. hSR was incubated with 50 mM TEA‚HCl pH 8.0,
50 µM PLP, and 2 mM 9 for 1 h. Two microliters of this
preincubated hSR solution was mixed with 98µL of 200 mM TEA‚
HCl (pH 8.4), 150 mM KCl, 50µM PLP, 5 mM MgCl2, 2 unit/mL
DAAO, 10 unit/mL LDH, 10 mM DTT, 2.5 mM ATP, 0.3 mM
NADH and 100 mML-serine, and the reaction was monitored at
340 nm. The ratio of the final inhibitor concentration to that of
l-serine was very small, ensuring irreversible dissociation of
inhibitor. The progress curves were fitted to eq 2.

Here, A340 is the NADH absorbance at 340 nm,νi the initial
reaction rate,νf the final reaction rate, andk the apparent
dissociation rate constant. Figure 8 shows the mechanism for slow
binding where an initial encounter complex with inhibitor isomerizes
to give the final complex.
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